Press release, 2nd october 2007

Invitation for preliminary-visitation
è
è
è
è

exhibition opening for the ART AUCTION 2007 - „Gesicht der Zeit“
Stiftung INTERNATIONALES FORUM, Unter den Linden 40, 10117 Berlin
friday, 12th october 2007, 07:00 pm
duration of exhibition: October 13th – 25th, 2007 with following art auction
October 26th at 07:30 pm

Dear Sir or Madam,
‘Stiftung INTERNATIONALES FORUM’ - Unter den Linden 40 - appears in public with an international contemporary exhibition on the occasion of its new foundation. In this exhibition more than 40 renowned artists
of four continents present their artworks on an exhibition ground of about 600 m
Highlight and ending will be the art auction October 26th 2007 at 07:30 pm.
The foundation understands itself as a furtherer for the establishment of a multidisciplinary network. In here
international artists, scientists, politics, ambassadors, commercial enterprises and entrepreneurs point out
current streamings of the globalization process and develop innovative cooperation’s and arrangements
in addition. Those activities range from exhibitions, symposia, motion pictures and readings up to music
and performance events.
A lively, pluralistic art and culture scene serves as a link and initiator for interdisciplinary co-action.
A current example for those foundation activities is the pilot project of the foundation “energy and water
for Africa” realized in cooperation with DIAPO-Hand in Hand e.v. (Ger) and supported by the Academy Diplomatique Africaine, Senegalese embassy and SaEnergySystems llc (Ger). Together concepts for sustainable
usage of regenerative energies are generated to support rural development in Africa. Regular workshops,
energy-symposia and exhibitions go along with this project. The aim is to contribute research, development
and commercialization of environmental engineering for the international precursors of regenerative energies.
We cordially invite you to our press preliminary-visitation on friday, 12th october 2007, 7:00 pm.
The initiator and president of the ‘Stiftung INTERNATIONALES FORUM’ Isabella Gabriel Niang
will guide through the exhibition and illustrate the aims of the FORUM in Berlin.
We would be pleased to solemnize the new foundation Stiftung INTERNATIONALES FORUM together with
you.
For further informal interviews Isabella Gabriel Niang, the artists Mari Mzareulishvili,
Pilipe Grechulevich, Mathias Pelda, Elisabeta Wilken, gallery Dieter Reitz, gallery de Ploegh, the cooperation
partner Investitionsbank Berlin, INTER Versicherungen, embassy members as well as the African project
partner and the chairman of the board of trustees Axel Niethe will be available. The financial proceeds of
the auction will be included to 60% in further establishment of the foundation and their pilot project, the
remaining 40% are allowance for the participating artists.
Please confirm your participation by email: presse@internationalesforum.com,
or by phone +49 (0)30 - 206 236 37
Best regards
Anne Wiedemann
Public Relations
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Iris Perez
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